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The multi-trillion 'S' megatrend

E

Atrato Onsite
Energy plc raises
£150m in IPO

A

trato Onsite Energy plc
(LSE: ROOF) – the new
renewables investment trust
focusing on UK commercial
rooftop solar – raised
maximum target gross
proceeds of £150m through an
oversubscribed issue.
The first company with
an all-female board to be
listed on the London Stock
Exchange, ROOF had the best
first-day performance of any
investment trust IPO in 2021.
Juliet Davenport OBE,
chair of Atrato Onsite Energy
plc, comments: "The board
is delighted with such strong
support from a wide range
of retail and institutional
investors.
"This demonstrates the
alignment of the investment
community with our mission
to build new renewable energy
capacity to help meet the UK's
binding net zero emissions
target and meaningfully
contribute to the green
economy."
Gurpreet Gujral, managing
director of Atrato Partners
Limited, the investment
adviser to the company, adds:
“Atrato Onsite Energy plc aims
to be the partner of choice
for UK businesses considering
rooftop solar in their plans to
reach net zero.
"We are already working
closely with our corporate
customers to reduce both their
carbon footprints and energy
costs, and we look forward to
updating our investors on our
progress."

Olutayo
Osunkunle
Nordea

"To achieve
the 2030 goals,
an estimated
$5-7trn of
investment is
needed per
year"

SG considerations continue
to gain traction globally –
with investors, politicians,
regulators and companies
increasingly acknowledging the
urgent need for change.
Despite this, the social – or
'S' – element of ESG has been
somewhat overlooked in recent
years. While a majority of the 17
UN SDGs are dedicated to the 'S',
the bulk of investor inflows have
been directed to environmentallyfocused funds in recent years.
Milton Friedman once argued
'the sole purpose of a business
is to generate profit for its
shareholders'. However, the world
has now come to the realisation
this idea is not sustainable. While
it is almost consensual now that
protecting the environment is
good for business, we are of
the view improving societies is
also positive for business – a
conclusion increasingly shared by
investor groups across the globe.
Regulation on ESG issues
has overwhelmingly focused on
the 'E' and the 'G' – something
we also see in terms of the
availability of corporate data. This
is partly because social issues
are slightly more difficult to
define and are more qualitative

in nature. But this is changing.
Regulation is becoming more
defined in terms of social issues
and – as was the case with
environmental reporting – social
reporting is moving from the
voluntary to the mandatory.
Ratings agencies are also
recognising the importance of 'S'
considerations in credit quality.
Of the aforementioned
SDGs, 11 are dedicated to social
empowerment. To achieve the
2030 goals outlined by the UN, an
estimated $5-7trn of investment
is needed per year – but only
half of this is currently being
spent. This annual investment
gap of about $2-4trn on social
empowerment presents a huge
opportunity for companies able
to meet this demand.
Working towards the
achievement of the social SDGs is
in the best interest of investors,
as corporate profitability depends
on the continued wellbeing of
the world's society. There is an
exciting investment opportunity
behind this megatrend – and we
need to act now. If we are serious
about ‘Building Back Better’,
investing in companies prioritising
or providing solutions for the 'S'
will be imperative.
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Thanksgiving: dig in
or duck out of US?
T
Joe Amato

Neuberger Berman

he 10-year US treasury yield
sits below 1.6%, even with
inflation running at 6.2%. The
CEO of a trillion-dollar company
just erased a fifth of its value by
asking Twitter if he should sell a
chunk of his stake. 'Meme' stocks
continue to trade at levels that
appear completely disconnected
from fundamental reality.
Investors might well conclude
markets are about to head off the
rails.

T
Subitha
Subramaniam
Sarasin

he Federal Reserve recently
updated its longer-run goals
and monetary policy strategy to
explicitly incorporate maximum
employment as a broad-based
and inclusive goal.
The Fed appears to
have adjusted its inflation/
employment trade-off in favour
of employment. It has signalled
a great willingness to tolerate
higher inflation to support
breadth of gains in the labour

T
Eric Papesh
T. Rowe Price

he US economy is in the early
stages of an economic cycle,
and we are cautiously optimistic
about growth from here – even
though the Delta variant has
slowed economic activity.
The key risk for the equity
market remains the amount of
recovery priced in at current
valuation levels, which look full in
some sectors. We view the path
for equity returns next year as
murkier than usual.

One of our key themes for
next year is that inflation, while
easing from its current rate, is
likely to persist at higher levels
than we have become used to.
That means we anticipate rising
bond yields, which would put
pressure on equity valuation
multiples.
This is an important reason
why we think value equities can
continue the comeback they
started this year.

"Investors might well
conclude markets are
about to head off the
rails"

market, adopting what is arguably
a quasi-fiscal policy objective.
Where the Fed leads, other
central banks have typically
followed. What lies ahead is
likely a period where central
banks relax their dogged focus on
inflation to sustain labour market
gains that are more broad based.
This is a policy environment
where inflation is likely to remain
above target and labour markets
are likely to run hot.

"This is a policy
environment where
inflation is likely to
remain above target"

Despite full valuations at
the headline level, the disparity
between value and growth names
continues to be large. Selectivity
will be more important in 2022
and beyond, and we continue
to find opportunities tied to
financials and healthcare. We
are also optimistic about the
US consumer, which appears to
be on solid footing due to fiscal
stimulus and an exceptionally
strong employment backdrop.

"The key risk for the
equity market remains
the amount of recovery
priced in"
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Thanksgiving: dig in
or duck out of US?
I
Jacob Mitchell
Antipodes

nvestment cycles around
decarbonisation, 5G adoption,
infrastructure, catch-up spending
in the health system and a capex
cycle around unbundling global
supply chains can shift the view
the world is permanently in a lowgrowth, low-rate environment.
There will be low-multiple
stocks that can transition to
secular growth winners, and
this can further fuel the rotation
in equity preferences. New

M
Raj Shant
Jennison

any companies that
reported strong operating
results during the pandemic, due
to the shift to online shopping
and work-from-home business
models, are facing challenging
year-on-year comparisons.
While this may be a headwind
to share prices in the short term,
the developments of the past 18
months have accelerated trends
in consumer and enterprise
behaviour that were already in

T
Chris Elliott
Evenlode

here appears a dichotomy
between US markets close to
record highs, and a high level of
nervousness about inflation and
further waves of Covid-19.
While investors are focused
on QE and tapering, it is
important to remember cloud
transition and the digitalisation
of manufacturing – aka 'Industry
X' – will be major growth
areas. In the case of Industry
X, US manufacturers are being

investment cycles can also tighten
the extreme valuation dispersion
between US equities and the
rest of the world. US equities are
valued at a 65% premium, despite
very similar earnings growth
through time.
Emerging investment cycles
benefit companies globally
and the rest of the world is not
being priced for success. We
maintain our US underweight and
overweight to Europe.

"US equities are valued
at a 65% premium,
despite similar earnings
growth through time"

place prior to Covid-19, and the
step-up in growth in these areas
will persist for some time.
While our holdings are
not insulated from the macro
backdrop, we believe their
market-leading positions, strong
cash flow and reinvestment, and
often-disruptive business models,
should allow them to deliver
growth that is higher and lasts
longer than the market currently
expects.

"Developments of the
past 18 months have
accelerated consumer
and enterprise trends"

encouraged to adopt new
technologies by a combination
of labour shortages and the
opportunity to reduce lead times.
Professional IT service
providers are examples of
beneficiaries. By virtue of
observing and learning from
hundreds of transitions, the
middlemen can improve their
corporate knowledge and be
more efficient service providers
over time.

"By virtue of observing
and learning, middlemen
can improve their
corporate knowledge"
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Investors to act
against auditors
ignoring climate

A

n investor group
representing more than
$4.5trn of assets – including
Sarasin & Partners – has
written to the UK Big Four
audit firms (PWC, Deloitte,
KPMG and EY) to urge
the businesses to sound
the alarm when company
financial statements ignore
the global transition to a 1.5C
temperature pathway.
According to the investor
coalition, auditors that are
failing to respond to the call
for net zero-aligned audits
should expect increasing
votes against reappointment –
beginning from the next voting
season.
The letters are the latest
instalment in an engagement
initiated in January 2019. Since
then, the investors argue the
situation has become more
pressing.
Natasha Landell-Mills, head
of stewardship at Sarasin &
Partners, comments: "Auditors
continue to sign off company
accounts as if the climate
crisis does not exist. It cannot
make sense for companies
to publicly proclaim material
climate risks and bold net-zero
ambitions, while ignoring
these factors in financial
statements.
"Investors can use company
annual general meetings
to hold audit committee
members to account and use
votes to remove auditors that
do not alert shareholders to
unsustainable and unreliable
accounting."

ESG challenge for value investors

R

Sebastien
Mallet
T. Rowe Price

"As value
investors, we
are in a unique
position to push
for change"

elative to some other
sectors or styles in
the market, a greater
proportion of ESG laggards exist
within the value space.
Utilities, energy, industrials,
and materials – sectors that
typically rank poorly in terms of
environmental characteristics
– make up almost 90% of the
carbon footprint of the MSCI
World Index.
But while the companies
that mine and generate energy
may be responsible for much of
the pollution we are trying to
combat, they are also integral
to the transition process. As
value investors, we are in a
unique position to help push
for change. Rather than divest
from extractive industries, we
can guide and support change.
Starving companies of capital is
not the answer. Our job is to find
companies that can thrive in this
new world of cleaner energy.
At T. Rowe Price, we have the
benefit of significant resources,

which allows us to carry out
thousands of engagements
every year. Discussing ESG helps
us to understand company
management thinking, as well as
giving us an opportunity to voice
concerns and encourage positive
behaviour.
It is important not to shy
away from potential controversy
but to seek to fully understand
the potential implications for a
stock, both negative and positive.
If you identify change and gain
conviction that improvements
are underway, this can potentially
prove a good entry point.
In the past we have identified
areas where ESG risks have been
insufficiently discounted, or on
the flip side, where a company's
share price has been punished
for bad behaviour historically
– despite evidence of better
behaviour and progress towards
improvement. We find companies
working to better ESG standards
will often eventually benefit from
improved investor sentiment.
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BoE to tread carefully

Cohen & Steers
hires multi-asset
solutions leader

C

ohen & Steers, the
leading global investment
manager specialising in real
assets and alternative income,
has named Jeffrey Palma as
head of multi-asset solutions.
In a newly created position,
reporting to Cohen & Steers
CIO Jon Cheigh, Palma is
responsible for leading the
group’s asset allocation teams,
strategies and macroeconomic
research.
Palma, who has 25 years
of investment experience,
joins from State Street Global
Advisors – where he was a
managing director and head of
public investments for SSGA's
outsourced CIO platform. Prior
to this, Palma was the head of
tactical asset allocation for GE
Pension Trust.
Cheigh comments: "We
know investors are challenged
in the current environment
to deliver on the right
combination of income, total
return and volatility. We are
continuing to invest in our
multi-asset capabilities to be
the adviser of choice within
real assets and alternative
income and help our clients
optimise portfolios.
"As inflation continues
to move higher, we see a
growing need to advise
investors on their real asset
allocations across the listed
and private markets. Jeff is
a highly effective investor
and capital allocator and will
be instrumental in further
developing our multi-asset
capabilities."

Katharine
Neiss
PGIM Fixed
Income

"The BoE will
take a limited
and gradual
approach"

W

e expected the Bank
of England to remain
on hold at this
month's meeting, primarily to see
whether workers returning from
furlough would get reabsorbed
into the labour market.
However, we do have record
vacancies and increased fiscal
spending, so the decision was
finely balanced.
On inflation, there are several
factors uniquely challenging for
the Bank of England. First, the UK
is a bit of a poster child for some
of the supply chain disruptions
seen globally – be it the energy
crunch, the manufacturing
crunch, or the labour market
crunch related to Brexit.
Secondly, the UK does
not have a history of too-low
inflation, like what we have seen

in the US and the euro area. So,
the Bank of England does not
need to run the economy hot
in order to re-anchor inflation
expectations. That said, there
are signs of cyclical weakness
the Bank of England should be
mindful of.
It is going to be very
challenging for the Bank of
England, as well as other major
central banks, to engineer a
smooth transition from the
extraordinary monetary policies
we have seen over the pandemic
period.
The Bank of England will take
a limited and gradual approach
to ensure the economy can
withstand a removal of some
of this extraordinary support,
without short-circuiting the
nascent recovery.

A world of opportunity

Richard
Bernstein

Richard Bernstein
Advisors

"Many equity
markets are
outperforming
the Nasdaq"

I

nvestors become myopic
during bubbles. They believe
the universe of attractive
investment opportunities is small
and growth can be found only in a
few select sectors.
It is exactly this narrowmindedness that presents
opportunities, because investors
ignore the broad range of
potential investments outside the
bubble.
Today's bubbles are following
that precedent. Investors are
squarely focusing on technology,
innovation, disruption,
cryptocurrencies, and housing,
but very little else. They seem
enamoured with vacations in
outer space and electric vehicles,
yet ignore the dire need for
improving US logistical and
electrical infrastructure.

Ironically, many equity markets
around the world not known
as hotbeds of innovation and
disruption are outperforming the
Nasdaq during 2021. Our guess
is most investors are completely
unaware of the fundamentals
supporting the outperformance
of these markets.
Bubbles build on the
combination of liquidity and
hype, and the current set of
bubbles in long-duration assets
has had plenty of both. Investors
must remember return on
investment is typically highest
when capital is scarce.
Hype and stories – in areas
like cryptocurrencies – are fun,
but our portfolios are built on
fundamentals. Here, we continue
to see a world of under-the-radar
opportunity.
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Harnessing the new generation

I
Alex Kerry

Winterflood
Business Services

"Millennials
will naturally
demand
a higher
level of real
connectivity
with wealth"

t is natural that heavily
regulated industries struggle
to lead the way in terms of
innovation.
For financial services, the
importance of data security
means we are always likely to see
evolution rather than revolution.
However, wealth management
is now finally reaching a tipping
point: for the first time, we
are closing the gap on other
industries, rather than lagging
further behind.
From innovation in
open banking to investor
democratisation through ETF
fractional dealing, the platform
industry and investment
community is moving swiftly in
the right direction, by prioritising
accessible, cost-efficient seamless
customer journeys, synonymous
with the consumer tech giants
such as Amazon and PayPal.
For example, as the pandemic
moved the world to a more
virtual setting, a new breed of
investor was born. This retail
army of investors is a younger
generation with disposable
money and more time on its
hands to investigate online
options and make the leap into
the world of investments.
The platform industry must
harness this new generation
that will define the wealth
management world over the
coming decades. To do this, we
must understand millennials will
naturally demand a higher level
of real connectivity with wealth.
As digital natives who grew

up online and with access to
mobile technology, they will hold
wealth management and banking
technology to higher standards
than the previous generation.
They will want access to simpleto-use real-time analytics
through multi-channel platforms.
This means connecting with
advisers, receiving personalised
advice, using analytics, getting
a consolidated view of their
financial situation and tracking
performance.
Technology will play a big
role in making investment more
accessible to this larger audience.
This means investment providers
must go beyond standard
smartphone apps and, instead,
re-imagine the interfaces with
which they engage with clients.
We think gamification will
be a big part of this digital
transformation, where investors
interact with their personal

financial objectives through an
investment firm's game-based
applications.
In addition, millennial
investors have less of a taboo
about speaking around
investment and engage on media
channels to share experiences.
Many want to get access to the
companies shaping their lives,
such as Facebook and Apple, and
reflect their choices via social
media.
Platforms are now also
increasingly using fractional
shares. They are an essential tool
for young investors to begin their
investment journey. Fractional
shares let investors buy a portion
of a stock, making it easier to
diversify even with small amounts
of money.
We see fractional investing,
used alongside pound-cost
averaging, as foundational to
meeting long-term financial goals.
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